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Kickboxing shorts “Kick Light” (#1865)

Especially for the discipline Kick Light, this 
sports short by TOP TEN is a real highlight.
In the competition colors blue and red you
have in the “Kick Light” your shiny
appearance. Of course, this model does not
lack kickboxing, the characteristic side slits,
and the distinctive TOP TEN logo
embroidery. Made of 100% lightweight MP
polyester, we perspiration directly derived
from the body. Also, the kickboxing shorts
“Kick Light” dries extremely fast and thus
leads to great wearing comfort. With the 
wide, elastic waistband with integrated
lacing, your shorts will always fit like a glove -
no matter how dynamic the mat gets.

Other advantages:

specially developed for Kick Light
side slits about 10 cm
Elastic waistband with lacing
lightweight material with a shiny effect

Runs with you - with the TOP TEN Kickbox shorts “Kick Light”.

The Kickbox discipline Kick Light demands full-body control from you. Despite the powerful
movements, it is important to stop right in front of the opponent. For this, you need clothes in
which you can feel your body every second. With the shorts “Kick Light” TOP TEN gives
you a unique wearing comfort due to the satin-gloss MP functional material. In addition to
the typical slits on the sides, you will enjoy full agility through the slightly flared cut.

“Kick Light” highest wearing comfort at competition level.

With the short Kickbox pants “Kick Light” you can be seen at official WAKO tournaments.
The red/white, as well as the blue/white model, are adapted to competition requirements in 
sizes M, L, XL and XXL from TOP TEN. In addition to the fulfillment of the WAKO criteria,
these also include high demands on the wearing comfort of your sports outfit. Robust and
durable, the pants are made of polyester with easy-care properties. Besides, the material is
soft and therefore particularly friendly to the skin. Equipped with valuable functional features,
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you are definitely on the winning side with the “Kick Light”.

Expressive TOP TEN design.

With TOP TEN you can be seen on national and international mats. As a high-quality 
company stick, you carry the golden TOP TEN letters in the world. A high-quality patch on
the waistband completes the design of the “Kick Light”.

Now you are asked. Get your “Kick Light” Kickboxing shorts with a few clicks directly to your
home. Order securely and comfortably in the online shop of Budoland.
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